Satan is God

Satan, in Sanskrit, means 100. This is ten to its highest power, which is the way to express the full power of a number in numerology. 100 in numerology is 1 which is the number that connects into all other numbers and expresses the element of 'spirit' which connects into - and manifests - all the other elements which manifest existence in the cosmos. The number 1 is given spirit, or space, in the East. The five elements are called "god" in the ancient world, with spirit always being the concept of the highest God.

The symbol of this element is the Serpent in the ancient world. The chakras relate to the five elements and the five bodies which form the person. This is shown by the Serpent as the key element. The element of spirit is vibration which forms the rainbow spectrum of white light which makes up the Chakra System, and forms the human being into existence. All of the elements and bodies that form the person are contained in the earth element which is the physical body. Hence why Satan is the "Lord of the Earth". The term “Earth” is metaphorical for the physical body that contains all of the other aspects in the ancient East. The element of spirit is sound and the spectrum of light that makes up the chakras, and is also the 50 letters of Sanskrit, the entire alphabet which forms the being and manifests the universe.

The ancient Eastern texts state that the Serpent energy is the key to transform the elements of the soul into the Light Body.

There is a falsehood that says Satan means "death" because the N letter is supposed to be cut off from Satanama. This is false and strange as “Mara” means death in Sanskrit. There are four different styles of N in Sanskrit, and none of them mean death in the descriptions of their mystical meanings. To the word ‘Satan’ was simply added the suffix “Nama” on the end to make ‘Satanama’ - which is a mantra of ‘Nama’ meaning “Name.” Satanama is the highest name of God in Sikhism, which came from a Hindu Guru, and in Kundalini Yoga it is the highest mantra. Many Hindus have “Satan” as their surname in India.

The totem of the God ‘Anki’ (where the word Ankh comes from), who was also called “Satan” in ancient Sumeria, is the Serpent around the Tree. It is a motif that can be found as far away as Europe. In Egypt, Satan means the “Serpent Spirit" for the reasons mentioned. Satan is the name of the Serpent energy, and this is why the Jews attempt to bind this with their letter “Tes” which is “Tas” and the (reversed) anagram of SAT. In Kabbalah, the ‘Tas’ letter is a total negative and given to Satan, stating that “it will not be in the world to come”. This is because the Jews believe they will defeat Satan in their Messianic World Order.
It’s obvious that Satan in the Jewish Bible is the Serpent energy. Satan is called the “Dragon” and “serpent” which, at the time of the Bible being written, were the symbols of the Serpent Power. The ‘serpent around the tree’ is the ancient symbol of the Risen Kundalini Serpent up the spine. It’s known that the Garden of Edin tale was stolen from the ancient Sumerians, and rewritten. It was originally about the two halves of the soul called “Adimu” and “Eva” being united by the Serpent energy to create the Light Body. It’s about the union of the male and female chakras.

The Yezidis in northern Iraq state that they were from the Sumerian, Babylonian civilization - and they still call their highest God Satan. They also worship ‘Tammuz’ and ‘Shamash’ who are the ancient Gods of the Sumerians. The Yezidis stated that they came from ancient India. Their God Satan is shown as an Eternal Youth with Peacock feathers and the Serpent and Peacock. This is the God ‘Skanda’ in Hinduism who is the incarnation and oldest form of Shiva. The God Shiva is called “Sada Shiva.” The letters ‘D’ and ‘T’ are interchangeable in Sanskrit and the far East. This is “Satan Shiva,” and it’s “Sata Shiva” because this form of Shiva is the element of Spirit in Hinduism. Satan is the name of Spirit in Sanskrit.

The Yezidis and others state that Satan created humanity physically in the place now called Sri Lanka, and taught them the science of the Light Body ascension, and also that this Being lived there in the first Sangha with the other physical Gods. Vasudev, the Guru in India, has noted something that others have - if you study the texts, Shiva is a physical being who marries and has children, and is also an Extraterrestrial being. The ancients also called these Gods physical beings who came from the Orion galaxy. Hence why all the temples - like the pyramids - line up to the Orion Galaxy, and Orion is the Galaxy given to Shiva in Hinduism.
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Zazu Ishtar wrote: “Lol! If only luciferians weren't so indoctrinated with Xtianity.... They would be able to see this simple truth! Instead of "Lucifer and Satan are different beings"..... Like WTF?

These morons hold up the title of Lucifer (enlightenment) as a banner, and don't research a damn thing! I'm using these morons as an example to say this: If Satan is God then all wiccans, luciferians, or any other 'sect' of spiritualism has it all wrong!

I see this clear lack of vision and wisdom to the point of blaspheming our Gods, and it infuriates me! How dare these spiritually degenerate fools sit under the presence of fact and dismiss it for a fairytale.....

Oh but we find this even amongst us, people forming delusions to stick with rather than embracing the truth (Sanat). The problem is that the illusion we craft for ourselves although it is a comfortable one, it doesn't allow for us to adequately deal with the problems that we have. Instead we find outs to the harsh correction from our Gods and try to reconcile our stupidity.

Satan is God, and we are moving toward godhood, which means we are becoming more and more the embodiment of the Satanic National Socialist spirit. To ignore solid evidence for your own comfort zone is not of Father Satan and is the antithesis of evolution. With that being said we should all be careful of what information is digested, especially from a non-JoS source!

Thanks for another great article!”

Skanda is called “Shurkaya”. It means “Venus” in Sanskrit, which is what Lucifer means in Latin.
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